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I have a chronic condition so much like cancer (sin).  It’s a disease that lives in me and I have no 
power to control it.  Nothing I can do will cure it.  It is often invisible to the eye unless I have a 
flare up.  The disease can keep me blind to even the cure which also lives inside me 
(Emmanuel).  Let us call the cure the Divine Physician.  For the moment only He can keep my 
condition in remission until the day I will be fully liberated from this cancer. 
 
“Allow Me, your only remedy, to live in you side-by-side with your cancer”, He implores.   
 
The sickness is solely mine and the cure is solely His.  As I walk and talk with the Divine 
Physician, he speaks clearly the truth about the condition I have and the underlying 
complications that I am unaware of but are present nonetheless.   
 
Living inside me are antigens (e.g. envy, pride, self-love, vanity) which aggravate my condition 
from time to time.  They work against healing and create symptoms that I have become 
accustomed to and have accepted as normal.  But they are not!  I have lived with them so long 
they only appear to be normal and I barely notice their side effects.  I have to be attentive and 
become aware of them. Counteracting these antigens is moving towards greater healing.   
 
“Don’t be content with just short periods of remission, go towards a fuller recovery!”   
Remain visiting with the Divine Physician.   
Refuse to blame others for your flare ups - it does absolutely nothing toward healing but, 
actually, causes more harm and may even cause the disease to spread more rapidly.  It is also 
obstructing the medicine from taking affect.   
 
Again, go often before this Doctor.  He is the difference between life and death.  Listen to his 
wisdom; following his advice for your healing is of utmost importance.  It will be needed by 
many others as well.  And when the others do come, refer them to your Doctor and the Path he 
shared with you.  In this way, you share the gift you’ve been given until the day you are fully 
restored. 
 
 


